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(:= What is a physical quantity? 

~f Use MasteringPhysics 
~ tutorials and resources to 
help you plan, teach, and assess. 

1.4 RESOURCES 

Lesson Plan • Quantitative Lab: 
Skill Builder· Self-Tutoring / 
Problems· Chapter 1 Solutions 
Manual 

Although physics concepts can be expressed in words, !he real power of 
·hysics comes when these concepts are expressed mathematicallr This 
fe;0n introduces you to the basic math *ills used throughout this -oo©l.c. l 

d£l.S'v , 

Equations 
~atics is the language of p~ The math doesn't have to be 
complicated, and usually it isn't. In fact, much of physics is expressed 
elegantly in simple equations. Applying basic math to physics equations 
allows you to derive new and interesting results. 

Equations are used to relate physical quantities 
Physics is a science built on concepts, many ofwhich can be described by an 
equation. In general, an 1:9uation is a mathematical expression that relates 
physical quantiti~. (:= A physical quantity is a property of a physical 

7system that can be measured, like length, speed, acceleration, or time 
duration. Sometimes the equat\ons of physics can be the trees that block the 
view of the forest. For a physici~t1 these equations are simply different ways 
of expressing a few fundamenta\ideas. It is the forest-the basic laws and 
principles ofphysics-that is the' focus of this text. 

As an example, consider the equation for calculating'the speed of an ob
ject. As you may know, the speed of an object is the distance covered divided 
by the time required to cover it. For example, if you travel 60 kilometers in 
1 hour, your speed is 60 kilometers per hour. 

To express this with mathematical symbols, we say that speed vis equal 
to distance d divided by time t. We can write this as follows: 

d 
v=

t 


Notice that v = d/t is simply a shorthand abbreviation that saves us from 

writing out the full statement "speed is equal to distance divided by time:' 

lt would be tedious to repeat this sentence over and over when we can just 

as well abbreviate it as v = d/t. It's similar to what you do when you send 

a text message and use abbreviations like fyi, lol, imh9; and idk in place of 

writing out the full phrases. Equations like v = d/ t and F = ma are just 

like that, a convenient shorthand. 


Equations can be solved for different quantities 
An e uation can be rearranged to give information_aba_ut any of the~ 

~icaLguantities in it: For example, suppose you want to find the distance 
traveled by an object moving with a certain speed for a certain period 
0 : time. To do this, you simply solve the basic equation v = d/ t for the 

distance (d) .. 


' ~ 
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L Figure 1.9 Measuring a length 
Every measurement has some degree of 
uncertainty associated with it. How precise 
would you expect this measurement to be? 
How accurate? 
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The steps used to solve v = d/ t for d are shown below. 

d 
Start with the basic equation: v=

t 
d 

Multiply each side of the equafion by t: v x t = ·- x t 
t 
d 

Cancel the t's on the righl side of the equation: vXt=-Xt 
t 


v x t = d 

Rewrite the result so that dis on the left side: d = vt 


Now we have a "new" equation, d = vt. It's not really new, of course-it's 
just a rearrangement of our starting equation, v = d/ t. 

What if you want to know how much time it takes an object to travel a 
certain distance at a certain speed? Again, you simply solve the basic equation 
v = d/ t for the appropriate quantity-in this case the time (t). 

d 
Start with the basic equation: v = . -t 

d 
Multiply each side of the equation by t: vXt=-Xt 

t 
d 

Cancel the t's on the right side of the equation: vXt=-Xt 
t 

i 
v x t = d 


Divide each side of the equatiori by v 
 r x t d 
and cancel the v's on the left side to isolate t: ·-x1 

d 
t = 

v\1 
I 

We now have an equation for the time, t = V/v. 
Thus, it looks like we have several different equations: 

d d 
v=- d = vt t = 

t v 

However, these equations are really just the one basic idea, v = d/ t, expressed 
in different ways. Thus, there is no reason to memorize all the equations. Each 
of them expresses the same idea-speed is distance divided by time. 

Measured and Calculated Values 
You will make quite a few measurements in the physics laboratory and use 
the data to draw conclusions and calculate answers. Needless to say, making 
accurate measurements and accurately expressing calculated results is an 
important skill. 

Measurements require accuracy and precision 
When a mass, a length, or a time is measured in a scientific experiment, the 
result is always subject to some uncertainty. The inaccuracy; or uncertainty, 
can be caused by a number_ offactors: 

• limitations in the measuring device, 

• limitations in human perception, and 

• limitations in the skill of the experimenter. 

An example of an everyday measurement with a simple measuring device is 
shown in Figure 1.9. 
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i Good accuracy, Poor accuracy; 

good precision good precision 


Good accuracy; Poor accuracy; 

fair precision poor precision 


\ Figure 1.10 Accuracy and preci~i;on 
The results of three tosses in a game of!awn darts. The object is to get your darts within the 
yellow plastic circle. Darts within the circle represent good accuracy; darts closely packed 
together represent good precision. 

The quality of a scientific measurement is determined by two different 
characteristics. The first is accuracy, which is a measure of how close the 
measured value of a quanti!Y is to its actual value. The second is precision, 
which is a measure of how close together the values of a series of measure
ment§ are to_one another. Figure 1.10 illustrates the differences between 
situations where accuracy and precision are either good or poor. 

Significant figures indicate accuracy 
Let's suppose you want to determine the walking speed of your pet 
tortoise. To do so, you measure the time it takes for the tortoise to walk a 
given distance. The speed of the tortoise is simply the distance divided by 
the time. 

To measure the distance you use a ruler that has one tick mark per 

centimeter. Looking carefully at the ruler you find that the distance is just 

over 21 cm. You estimate that the amount over 21 cm is about 0.2 cm, so 

your best estimate of the distance is 21.2 cm. We say that the measured 

distance of.21.2 cm contains three significant figures. The number of 

~ignificant figures in a measurement is defined to be the number of.digits.. 

that are_actually_m_e_a_s_ured plus one estimated dis!!: 
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~- Figure 1.11 The need for significant 
figures 
The finish of a 100-meter hurdles race. If 
. the timing had been accurate to only tenths 
'of a second-as would probably have been 
the case before electronic devices came into 
use-these two runners might "clock" the 
same time. 

To measure the walking time of your tortoise, you use an old pocket 
watch. The time is over 8 s, and to your best estimate it is halfway between 
8 s and 9 s. Therefore, your time measurement is 8.5 s, accurate to two sig
nificant figures. An example of a time 'measurement that requires more than 
three significant figures is shown in Figure 1.11. 

,· 
Notice that ifyou were to measure your tortoise's walking time with a digital 

watch that had a readout giving the time to 1/100 of a secbnd, the accuracy of 
the result would still be limited by the reaction time of the experimenter (you). 

1 

The reaction time would have to be predetermined in a separate experiment. (See, 

I Problem 114 in Chapter 3 for a simple way to determine your reaction time.) 

Mathematical operations afff!ct significant figures 
Now that we've determined the distance and\time for your tortoise, let's (:) How many significant figures 
calculate its speed. Using the equation for speed, the distance and timeresult from addition and subtrac
found above, and a calculator with an eight-digit display, we find: tion or from multiplication and 


division? 
 d 21.2 cm 
v = - = = 2.4941176 cm/s

t 8.5 s 
' 

Considering the limitations of our measurements, the accuracy ofthis result 
is simply not justified. After all, you can't expect measurements with two and . 
three significant figures to give an answer with eight significant figures. - · 

Rule for Multiplication and Division So the question is, "How 
many significant figures should the answer have?" The guiding principle is 
that the answer cannot be more accurate than the least accuratel known 
measurement. · For multi lication and division, the number of 
s1gm cant figures in the ans~me'astliemmi~significant 
ligiii:esi.Q, the least accurat..elyJ.mown input value. 
--L~t's apply this principle to our speed cai~tifatfon. We know the distanc;e 
to three significant figures and the time to two _significant figures. As a result, 
the speed should be given with just two significant figures, 

21.2 cm 
v = = 2.5cm/s

8.5 s 

Rounding Off Notice that we didn't just keep the first two digits in 
2.4941176 cm/s and drop the rest. Instead, we rounded up. We did this 
because the first digit to be dropped (9 in this case) is greater than or equal 
to 5. As a result, we increased the previous digit (4 in this case) by 1. Thus, 
2.5 cm/sis our best estimate for the tortoise's speed. 
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A tortoise races a rabbit by walking with a constant speed of 2.51 cm/ s for 52.23 s. How 
much distance does the tortoise cover? 

Picture the Problem 

The race between the rabbit and the tortoise is shown in our sketch. The rabbit pauses to 
eat a carrot while the tortoise walks with a constant speed. 

Strategy Known Unknown 
The distance covered by the tortoise is the speed of the tortoise 

v = 2.51 cm/s d =? 
multiplied by the time during which it walks. That is, d = vt. 

t = 52.23 s 

Solution 

d = vt 
= (2.51 cm/i)( 2.23 i) 
= 131.0973 cm 

= [131 cm! 
Insight 

Ifwe simply multiply 2.51 cm/J by 52.23 s, we obtain 131.0973 cm. We don't give all of thes~ 

digits in our answer, however. Because the quantity that is known with the least accuracy ( the 

speed) has only three significant figures, we give a result with three significant figures. 


Practice Problems 
-Ill Practice Problem Answers( · 

23. 6.8 s 
24. 512.3 m2 

25. 13 m2 

Rule for Addition and Subtraction When we add or subtract 
numerical values, we use a slightly different rule to determine the number of 
significant figures in the answer. In this case the rule involves the· number of 
decimal places in each of the original values. C:, The number of decimal 
~n_axe.su~ addition or subtraction~ · 
number of decimal places in any of the input values. Thus, ifyou make a· 
time measurement of 16.74 s, and then a second time measurement of 5.1 s, 
the total time of the two measurements must have just one decimal place. 
Therefore, the correct answer is 21.8 s, rather than 21.84 s. 
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~ Practice Problem Answers 
26. 13.1 kg 
27. 86.6 cm 

c:) What is the main reason for 
using scientific notation? 

! 
I 
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You and Brittany pick some raspberries. Your flat has a mass of 5.7 kg, 

and Brittany's has a mass of 3.25 kg. What is the combined mass of the 

raspberries? 


Solution 

Adding the two numbers gives 8.95 kg. According to the above rule, 

however, the final result must have only a single decimal place 

(corresponding to the value with the smallest number of decimal places). 

Rounding off to one decimal place, then, gives 9.0 kg as the correct 

result. 


c~2:~~t!ce ~!,o~l':msuj e~,----- w=~-""~ 

® On a fishing trip you catch a bass, a rock cod, and a salmon with 
masses of 1.07 kg, 6.0 kg, and 6.05 kg, respectively. What is the total 
mass ofyour catch? 

27. What is the perimeter of a sheet of paper that is 25.2 cm tall and 
18.1 cm wide? 

Scientific notation specifies the number 
of significant figures 1• 

I 
Sometimes the number of significant figur~s in a numerical value is unclear 
because of zeros at the end of the number. For example, if a distance is 
stated to be 2500 m, the two zeros may be significant or they may simply 

I 

indicate the location of the decimal point. If the zeros are significant, the 
measurement has four significant figures, and the uncertainty in the distance 
is roughly a meter. If the zeros simply locate the decimal point, the distance 
has only two significant figures. In this case the uncertainty is about 100 m. 
Writing numbers in scientific notation avoids this confusion. 

Scientific notation expresses a value as a number between 1 and 

10 times an appropriate power of 10. In our example we express the dis

tance 2500 m as 2. 5 X 103 m if there are two significant figures, or as 

2.500 X 103 m if there are four significant figures. Likewise, a time given 
as 0.000036 s has only two significant figures-the four zeros preceding the 
digits 36 serve only to fix the decimal point. If the time were known to three 
significant figures, we would write it as 3.60 X 10-s s to prevent any possible 
confusion. . 

c:) Scientific notation is used mostly to save time and effort whe~ 
wri~g ~t very.large and very small numbers. For example, instead of 
writing the speed oflight as 300,000,000 m/s, we write 3.0 X 108 m/s. 
Similarly, the mass of an electron is written as 9.1 X 10-31 kg. Writing this 
mass out with all of its zeroes would be quite an effort, and would likely 
lead to error. See Section I of Math Review for a more detailed discussion of 
scientific notation. 



Bow many significant figures are there in (a) 21.00, (b) 21, 
(c) 2.1 X 10-2

, and (d) 2.10 X 10-3? · 

solution 
(a) Four. The zeros to the right of the decimal point are significant, as are 
the 2 and the 1. 
(b) Two. Nonzero numbers are always significant. 
(c) Two. The number that precedes the power of 10 determines 

the number of significant figures. In this case that number has two 

significant figures. 

(d) Three. The number preceding the power of 10 has three significant 

figures. 

Practice Problems 

mHow many significant figures are there in (a) 0.000054 and 
(6) 3.001 X 105? 

~ The first six digits of the square root of 2 are 1.41421. What is the 
square root of 2 to four significant figures? 

I 
I 

Rounding off can pr0duce small discrepancies
\1 

Let's say you work on a numeri~:al calculation. You perform all your 
calculations with great care and round to the appropriate number of 
significant figures, as described above. Even so, you find that your answer 
differs in its last digit from the one given in the book. What's going on? In 
most cases it's not a cause for concern at all_:_usually the discrepancy is due 
to unavoidable round-offerror. . 

Round-off errors occur when numerical results are rounded off 
at different times during a calculation. To see.how this works, sup
pose you buy a knickknack for $2.21, plus 8% sales tax. The total price 
is $2.3868, or, rounded off to the nearest penny, $2.39. Later, you buy 
another item for $1.35. With tax this becomes $1.458, or, again to 
the nearest penny, $1.46. The total expenditure for these two items is 
$2.39 + $1.46 = $3.85. 

Now, let's do the rounding off in a different way. Suppose you buy both 
items at the same time for a total before-tax price of $2.21 + $1.35 = $3.56. 
Adding the 8% tax gives $3.8448, which rounds off to $3.84. This is one 

e penny different from the previous amount! 
This type of discrepancy can occur in physics problems. In general, it's 

~good idea to keep one extra digit throughout your gtl_culatfons w:hsmever 
_possible, rounding off only the final result. But while this practice can help 
to reduce the likelihood of round-off error, there is no way to avoid it in 
every situation. 

,f 

..,. Practice Problem Answers 

28. (a) Two; (b) Four 
29. 1.414 
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Order-of-magnitude estimates offer insight 
An order-of-magnitude calculation is a rough estimate designed to be 
accurate to within the nearest power of 10. Such a ballpark estimate gives 
you a quick idea of the order of magnitude to expect from a co:rµplete, 
detailed calculation. If an order-of-magnitude calculation indicates an 
answer on the order of 104 m and your detailed solution gives an answer on 
the order of 107 m, then an error has occurred that needs to be resolved. 

For example, suppose you want to estimate the speed of a cliff diver on 
entering the water. First, the cliff may be about 10 m high-certainly not 1 m 
or 102 m. Next, the diver hits the water something like a second later
certainly not 0.1 slater or 10 slater. Thus, a reasonable order-of-magnitude 
estimate of the diver's speed is 

d lOm 
·· 

I 

v = - = -- = lOm/s 
t 1 s 

This is roughly 20 mi/h. Ifyou do a detailed calculation and your answer is on 
the order of 104 m/s, you probably entered one ofyour numbers incorrectly. 

Give an order-of-magnitude estimate (in m/s) for the speed at which 
your hair grows after a haircut. I 

Solution (Perform the calculations indicated in each step.) 

1. Identify the equation to use for an d 
order-of-magnitude estimate of speed: 

v=-
t 

1· 
2. Estimate the rate ofhair growth: about 1 cm of growth in\ 1 month 

(The order of magnitude 
is 10-2 m.) 

3. Determine the number of seconds t = 2.6X 106 s 
in 1 month: (The order of magnitude 

is 106 s.) 

4. Divide the order-of-magnitude distance v = 10-8 m/s 
(10-2 m) by the order-of-magnitude time 
(106 s) to obtain an estimate for the speed: 

Insight 
A more detailed calculation, using the correct number of seconds in a 
month, yields a speed of 3.9 X 10-9 m/s. This level of accuracy is not 
justified, however, because we are only estimating when we say "about 
1 cm of growth in 1 month:' The best we can say is that the speed ofhair 
growth is on the order of 10-9 to 1o-s m / s. 

Appendix C provides a number of typical values for length, mass, speed, 
acceleration, and many other quantities. You may find these to be useful in 
making your own order-of-magnitude estimates. 
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r Graphs are useful for visualizing data 
· 	j Suppose you measure the speed of a falling soccer ball at various times. You 

}f rnight find the speeds after 1, 2, ~' and 4 ~econds to be 9.8 m/s, 19.6 m/s, 
. ' .4 rn/ s, and 39.2 m/s, respectively. 1h1S is all well and good. Your results 29


are presented in Table 1.6. 


Linear Graphs Let's see what a graph of the data can tell us. The 
four data points in Table 1.6 are plotted in Figure 1.12. Notice that the 
points lie ~n a strai~ht l~ne. This ~eans that the speed of th: soccer ball 
increases linearly with time. That is, speed = constant X time: 

v = (constant)t 

With this information we can predict the speed of the soccer ball at 7 seconds, 
2.5 seconds, or any other time. In general, a linear relationship exists 
between two quantities that form a straight line on a graph. Notice the visual 
impact of a graph, how it conveys so much information at just a glance-more 
so than a simple list or table of numbers. 

40 ~-~~-~-~--~ 1 

Linear lJI 
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Parabolic Graphs Next, suppose we measure the distance covered by 
the soccer ball. We might find that it falls 4.9 min 1 second, 19.6 min 2 seconds, 
44.1 m in 3 seconds, and so on. Plotting these points gives the graph shown 
in Figure 1.13. In this case the graph is.n't linear. The upward-curving shape 
shown on the graph is a parabola. This shape indicates that the position 
depends on the time squared. That is, position = constant X time X time: 

x = (constant)t2 
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Table 1.6 

Time (s) Speed (m/s) 

9.8 

2 19.6 

3 29.4 

4 39.2 

-::J Figure 1.12 A linear relationship 
The data points in this plot indicate a linear 
relationship between the speed of a falling 
soccer ball and the time. 

Differentiated Instruction: 
Advanced Students 
Students with knowledge of c.alculus 
will draw deeper insights from the 
discussion of the data in Table 1.6. In 
addition _to being able to write equa
tions for both the speed and posi:
tion of the soccer ball, they should 
recognize that the equation for the 
speed of the ball is the derivative with 
respect to time of the equation for the 
position of the ball. 

Figure 1.13 A parabolic relationship 
The data points in this plot indicate a . 
parabolic relationship between the position 
of a falling soccer ball and the time. 
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Volume gets small; 
pre.ssure gets large. 

.......... 

Inverse 
relati1nship 

A..····· 

Volume gets 
large; pressure 
gets small. 

Volume 

Figure 1.14 An inverse relationship 
The data points in this plot indicate an 
inverse relationship between the pressure 
of a gas and its volume. 

(:= How are vector quantities 
different from scalar quantities? 

· ·,T LessonCheck Answers 

See page A 1 at the back of the book. 

Inverse Graphs Finally, measurement of the volume of a container 
and the pressure of the gas within it gives the graph shown in Figure 1.14 . 
This relationship is inverse. In an inverse relationship, as one quantity gets 
larger, the other gets smaller. In this case, pressure = constant/volume: 

constant
P=--v 

In general, a graph helps you see the relationship between physical quantities. 
We shall make frequent use of graphs as we study physics. 

Physical quantities can be scalars or vectors 
Quantities known as scalars are represented by a number with a unit. 
Examples include the temperature of an ice cube (-10 °C) and the speed of 
a car (25 m/s). Notice that speed is a scalar quantity that describes the rate 
of motion. 

Other quantities, known as vectors, consist of both a numerical value , 
with its unit and a direction. For example, when the speed of a car (25 m/s) 
is combined with its direction of travel (north) the result is a vector (25 m/s 
north). This vector is known as the velocity of the car. Velocity describes the 
rate of motion and the direction of motion. (:= The key thing to remember 
is that vectors have both a numerical value (a magnitude) and a direction, 
whereas scalars have only a numerical value. 

Lesson h 
Checking Concepts 

30. (:= Give Examples Give three examples of a 

physical quantity. 


(D. (:= Identify The height of a picture frame is 
known to three significant figures, and the width is 
known to two significant figures. How many significant 
figures are there in the area of the picture frame? 

@ (:= Apply How can a speed of 100 m/s be writ
ten so that it has three significant figures? 

33. (:= Compare and Contrast How are speed and 
velocity similar? How are they different? 

@ Apply A poster is 0.95 m high and 1.0 m wide. 
How many digits follow the decimal point when the 
perimeter of the poster is expressed with the correct 
. number of significant figures? 

Solving Problems 

@ Apply The speed of light to five significant figures · 
is 2.9979 X 108 m/s. What is the speed oflight to three 
significant figures? 

@ Calculate A school bus moves at 2.2 m/s as it 
pulls away from a bus stop. What is the speed of the bus 
20 slater, after its speed has increased by 5.225 m/s? 

@!Think & ~akulat~J The height of a computer 
screen is 31.25 cm, and its width is 47 cm. 
(a) Is the area of the screen known to one, two, three, br 

four significant figures? 
(b) Calculate the area of the screen, giving your answer 
with the correct number of significant figures. 

~ Calculate A parldng lot is 144.3 m long and 
47.66 m wide . 
(a) What is the perimeter of the lot? 
(b) What is its area? 
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Chapter Assessment Answers 

Se~ pa_ge A~ at_ the ~;~=~:t~~~~1JJ11£lStfJ:L11gw,P,u2~™ 

.~SWERS TO Sf::LECTHl ODD·[\lUMBERED PROBLEMS APPEAR !f\i P,PPENDIX P,. 

lesson by lesson 
1.1 	 Physics and the Scientific Method 
Conceptual Questions 

39. 	 What is an inference? A hypothesis? 

40. 	 What does it mean to say that a quantity is.conserved? 

41. 	 Does a force cause motion or a change in motion? 

1.2 Physics and Society 
Conceptual Questions 

42. 	 The metric system is based on powers of ten. What is the 
advantage to such a system? 

43. 	 Ifa scientific report is published after peer review, does 
that guarantee that its conclusions are correct? Explain. 

1.3 	U,nits and Dimensions 
/ 

Conceptual Questions 

44. 	 Use dimensional analysis to determine which of the 
following expressions gives the area 9f a circle: Is it 1rr2 

or 2nr? Explain. · 

45. 	 Ifa distance d has units ofmeters and a time T has units of 
:-·., 

J seconds, does the quantity T + d make sense physically? 

What about the quantity d/ T? Explain in both cases. 


46. 	 Is it possible for two quantities to (a) have the same 

units but different dimynsions or (b) have the same 

dimensions but different units? Explain. 


@ Which of the following quantities has the same 
dimension as a distance? 

A. vt B. !at2 C. 2at D. v2
/ a 

Note that v is speed, tis time, and a is acceleration. Refer 
to Table 1.5 for the corresponding dimensions. 

48. 	 Which of the following quantities has the same 

dimensions as a speed? 


A. !at2 B. at C. (2x/ a) 1!2 D. (2ax) 112 

Note that v is speed, t is time, and a is acceleration. Refer 
to Table 1.5 for the corresponding dimensions. 

Problem Solving 

49, 	 A new movie earns $114,000,000 in its opening 

weekend. Express this amount in (a) gigadollars 

and (b) teradollars. 


® 	 Peacock mantis shrimps ( Odontodactylus scyllarus) feed 
largely on snails. They shatter the shells of their prey by 
delivering a sharp blow with their front legs, which have 
been observed to reach a peak speed of 23 m/s. What is 
this speed in kilometers per hour? 

The largest building in the world by volume is the 
Boeing 747 plant in Everett, Washington. It measures 
approximately 631 m long, 646 m wide, and 34 m high. 
What is its volume in cubic centimeters? 

52. 	 Radiation from a cesium -13 3 atom completes 
9,192,631,770 cycles each second. How long does it take 
for this radiation to complete 1.5 million cycles? 

53. 	 The blue whale (Balaenoptera musculus) is thought to be 
tpe largest animal e.ver to inhabit Earth. The longest blue 
whale ever observed had a length of 33 m. What is this 
length in millimeters? 

54. 	 A human hair has a thickness of about 70 µm. What is 
this thickness in (a) meters and (b) ldlometers? 

55. 	 A supercomputer can do 136.8 teracalculations 
per second. How many calculations can it do in a 
microsecond? 

56. 	 The American physical chemist Gilbert Newton Lewis 
(1875-1946) proposed a unit of time called the jiffy. 
According to Lewis, 1 jiffy is the time 1t takes light to 
travel 1 centimeter. (a) Ifyou perform a task in a jiffy, 
how long does it take in seconds? (b) How many jiffys 
are in 1 minute? Use the fact that the speed of light is 
approximately 3.00 X 108 m/s. 

57. 	 Suppose 1.0 m 3 of oil is spilled into the ocean. Find 
the area of the resulting 1,~lick, assuming that it is one 
molecule thick and that ~ach molecule occupies a cube 
0.50 µm on a side. 

58. 	 The acceleration due to gravity is approximately 
9.81 m/s2 (depending on your location). What is the 
acceleration due to gravity in centimeters per second · 
squared?

® Velocity can be related to acceleration and distance by 
the following equation: v2 = zaxP. Find the power p 
that makes this equation dimensionally consistent. 

® Acceleration is related to distance and time by the 
following equation: a = 2xtP. Find the power p that 
makes this equation dimensionally consistent. 

1.4 	Bask Math for Physics 
Conceptual Questions 

61. 	 Give an order-of-magnitude estimate for the time in 
seconds of the. following: ( a) a year, (b) a baseball game, 
(c) a heartbeat, (d) the age ofEarth, (e) your age. 

62. 	 Give an order-of-magnitude estimate for the length 

in meters of the following: (a) your height, (b) a fly, 

(c) a car, (d) a jetliner, (e) an interstate highway 
stretching from coast to coast. 

p 

6 . 

6, 

6. 
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\ 

6t 

6: 

61 

6! 
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This appendix lists answers to Practice Problems,'LessonCheck 
problems, Take It Further problems, Assessment problems, and 
Appendix B: Additional Problems. For worked-out solutions, 
refer to the Solutions Manual, which is available in the Instructor 
Resources ofMasteringPhysics. For answers and sample data for 
Inquiry Labs and Physics Labs, refer to the Lab Teacher Notes in 
the Instructor Resources. of MasteringPhysics.: 

1 ~ntrodudion to Physics 

lesson 1.4 

Practice Problems (pp. 27, 28, 29) 


23. 6.8 s 

· 24. ·512.3 m2 


25. 	 13m2 

26. 13.1 kg 

27, 86.6 cm 


., 28. (a) Two; (b) Four 
, ; :/ 29. 1.414 

I LessonCheck (p. 32) 
30. 	Examples include length, spJed, acc;leration, time 

duration, force, electric charge. 
31. 	 Two significant-figures. 
32. 	 1.00 X 102 mis 
33, 	 Velocity is a vec_tor with a magnitude and a direction, 

whereas speed is a scalar having only magnitude. 
34. 	 Two significant figures. 
35. 	 3.00 X 108 m1s 

36. 	 7.4 mis ;! 
237. 	 (a) Two; (b) 1.5 X 103 cm

38. 	 (a) 383.9 m; (b) 6877 m 2 

. Chaipt~r 1 Asses:smeint 

: 1.esson by Lesson (p. 38) 
39, Inference: a logical interpretation of your observations; 

hypothesis: a testable scientific explanation for a set of 
observations. 

40. 	 A conserved q~antity does not change. 
41. 	 A force causes a change in motion. Motion itself does not 

require a force. · . · 
42. 	 The "power of ten"-based metric system allows the use of 

convenient prefixes to modify base units. 
43, 	 Though a peer reviewed report should meet the certain · 

quality and scholarship standards, it does not guarantee the 
conclusions of the report are correct. · . 

44, 	 The area of a circle must have dimensions of (length)
2

; the 
correct expression is 1rr2

• 

45. 	 You cannot add a time to a length; T + d does not make 

sense. You can divide quantities that have different 

· dimensions; dlTmakes sense physically. 


' 46, @No; (b) Yes 

47,, A, B, andD 


48, :B andD 

49, .(a) 0.114 gigadollars 


(b) 1.14 ·x 10-4 teradollars 

so. 	 83kmlh 

3
51, 	 1.4 X 1013 cm

52, 	 160 µ,s 
453. 3.3 X 10 mm l:1 


54, (a) 7:0 X 10-5 tii 

(b) 7.0 x ~o-8 kin 


55, 1.368 X 108 calculatiotjslµ,s 

56. 	 (a) 3.33 X 10-11 s 

(b) 1.80 X 1012 jiffy 
257. 	 2.0 X 106 m 

58. 98i cmls2 


·59. p = _1 

60. p = -2 

61, (a)107 sly 


(b) 104 slgame 
(c) 10° s/beat 
(d) 1016 s 
(e) 108 s 

62. 	 (a) 10° m 
(b) 10-2 m · 
(c) 10° m · 
(d) 101 m. 
(e) 106 m 


